Tuck-in method and tuck-in device for shuttleless loom

Einschlagverfahren und -vorrichtung der Schussfadenenden für eine schützenlose Webmaschine

Procédé et dispositif de rentrage des fils de trame pour un métier à tisser sans navette
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a tuck-in method and a tuck-in device for use in a shuttleless loom.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] A tuck-in selvage is an example of a selvage structure of a fabric woven by a shuttleless loom. The tuck-in selvage is formed by bending an end portion of a weft yarn after weft insertion such that the end portion of the weft yarn is inserted into a shedding into which the subsequent weft yarn is to be inserted and weaving the end portion of the weft yarn into the fabric together with the subsequent weft yarn. An air jet tuck-in device disclosed in, for example, Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2003-166148 (hereinafter referred to as Patent Document 1) (EP 1314807 A2) is known as a device for forming the tuck-in selvage. An operation of bending the end portion of the weft yarn after the weft insertion such that the end portion of the weft yarn is inserted into the shedding into which the subsequent weft yarn is to be inserted is called a tuck-in operation, and the tuck-in device is also called an air tucker. [0003] Air jet tuck-in devices are generally disposed at either side of a row of warp yarns, and each air jet tuck-in device includes a tuck-in nozzle for bending the weft yarn. The tuck-in nozzles eject air so that the weft yarn after the weft insertion is bent into the shedding at each end of the weft yarn by the ejected air. Thus, the tuck-in operation is performed. [0004] The operation of an air jet tuck-in device having substantially the same structure as that of the device disclosed in Patent Document 1 will now be described with reference to Figs. 5 and 6. Although only a tuck-in device disposed at a weft-insertion side is illustrated in Fig. 5, another tuck-in device having a similar structure is also disposed at a side opposite to the weft-insertion side. A weft yarn 42 is inserted into a warp shedding 30 by one of weft insertion nozzles 33, and is beaten up against a cloth fell 31 when a reed (not shown) is moved forward. At this time, an end portion 42a of the weft yarn at the weft-insertion side moves into a slit 52 in a tuck-in head 51. The end portion 42a is cut off from the weft yarn in the corresponding weft insertion nozzle 33 by a cutter 32, is blown out from the slit 52. Subsequently, air ejected from the tuck-in nozzle 44 starts to eject air, so that the end portion 42a of the weft yarn is blown into the warp shedding 30 by the air ejected from the tuck-in nozzle 44 and is bent in a looped shape. The end portion 42a of the weft yarn in the bent state is beaten up together with the subsequent weft yarn and is woven into a fabric 41 together with the subsequent weft yarn.

[0005] Then, when the reed is moved backward, the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 53 stops ejecting the air and a weft-yarn releasing nozzle 55 starts to eject air. Accordingly, the end portion 42a of the weft yarn is pushed out of the weft-yarn-end holding hole 54 by the air ejected from the weft-yarn releasing nozzle 55, and is blown out from the slit 52. Subsequently, a tuck-in nozzle 44 starts to eject air, so that the end portion 42a of the weft yarn is blown into the warp shedding 30 by the air ejected from the tuck-in nozzle 44 and is bent in a looped shape. The end portion 42a of the weft yarn in the bent state is beaten up together with the subsequent weft yarn and is woven into a fabric 41 together with the subsequent weft yarn.

[0006] In general, fabrics, to form a fast tuck-in selvage with a good appearance, it is preferable that the end portion 42a of the weft yarn that has been tucked in be sharply bent at a weft insertion position and be beaten up while a loop is formed at the bent portion is very small. Therefore, in the air jet tuck-in device according to the related art, the tuck-in nozzle 44 is positioned near the cloth fell 31 so that a small loop can be formed by the end portion 42a of the weft yarn when the end portion 42a is bent. In addition, a selvage fastening nozzle 56 is disposed near the cloth fell (start point of the warp shedding) so that the end portion 42a of the weft yarn that has been tucked in can be blown and urged toward the center of the warp shedding 30 and be prevented from becoming loose.

[0007] Some fabrics woven by shuttleless looms include two weave sections having largely different weft densities. An example of such a fabric is a fabric for reinforcing rubber (hereinafter referred to as a "rubber reinforcing fabric"). The rubber reinforcing fabric is used as a core for reinforcing a rubber material, and includes two weave sections: a fabric section in which a weft density is extremely low and a tabby section in which a weft density is higher than that in the tire fabric section. [0008] The tire fabric section serves as the main body of the rubber reinforcing fabric. The tabby section is formed so as to extend a predetermined length in a warp direction before weaving of the tire fabric section is started, and is also formed so as to extend a predetermined length in the warp direction after weaving of the tire fabric section is finished. The tabby section serves to prevent the tire fabric section in which the weft density is low from breaking apart and maintain the form of the rubber reinforcing fabric. [0009] A tire cord fabric is an example of the rubber reinforcing fabric. The tire cord fabric is a type of rubber reinforcing fabric used to manufacture a carcass layer which serves as a framework of a rubber tire. The carcass layer is manufactured by coating the tire fabric section of the tire cord fabric with a rubber material.

[0010] In the tabby section in which the weft density is high, from the viewpoint of maintaining the form of the rubber reinforcing fabric, it is preferable that the end portion of the weft yarn be sharply bent at the weft insertion position and be tightly fastened, similar to general fabrics. [0011] In contrast, in the tire fabric section in which the weft density is low, from the viewpoint of ensuring the quality of the rubber reinforcing fabric, it is preferable that the end portion of the weft yarn be bent along a large, gentle curve in accordance with a weft interval (weft density), as illustrated in Fig. 2, and extend along the sub-
sequent weft yarn that is to be beaten up.

[0012] However, in the tuck-in device according to the related art, the tuck-in nozzle ejects the air at a constant position in the warp direction. Therefore, in the case where a fabric, such as the rubber reinforcing fabric, which includes a weave section with a high weft density and a weave section with a low weft density is woven, the following problem occurs. That is, if the position of the tuck-in nozzle is set to a position suitable for one of the weave sections, it is difficult to form an appropriate tuck-in selvage at the other weave section.

[0013] For example, a case is considered in which a tuck-in operation similar to that suitable for the tabby section with a high weft density, that is, a tuck-in operation using the tuck-in nozzle positioned near the cloth fell, is performed in the process of weaving the tire fabric section with a very low weft density. In this case, there is a risk that the end portion of the weft yarn will be bent at a position on a take-up side, which is opposite to a let-off side, in the warp direction relative to a position at which the subsequent weft yarn is beaten up, and the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked in will be bent in the fabric without being beaten up (see Fig. 7). This degrades the quality of the rubber reinforcing fabric, such as the tire cord fabric.

[0014] As described above, with regard to the preferred state of the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked in, there is a conflict between the states suitable for the tabby section and the tire fabric section. The tuck-in device according to the related art is not capable of establishing both of the states that conflict each other.

[0015] Another example of an air jet tuck-in device that has a structure similar to that of the above-described tuck-in device according to the related art includes a plurality of tuck-in nozzles arranged in the warp direction. In this device, the tuck-in nozzles are operated in cooperation with each other to tuck in (bend) the end portion of the weft yarn. However, also in this tuck-in device, each of the tuck-in nozzles ejects air each time the tuck-in operation is performed, and all of the tuck-in nozzles operate in cooperation with each other to perform a single tuck-in operation. Therefore, it is not possible to establish both of the above-described tuck-in states that conflict each other.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0016] Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide a tuck-in method and a tuck-in device for a shuttleless loom that weaves a fabric, such as a rubber reinforcing fabric, which includes at least a first weave section and a second weave section having a weft density that differs from a weft density of the first weave section, the tuck-in method and the tuck-in device allowing an appropriate tuck-in selvage to be formed in each of the first weave section and the second weave section.

[0017] To achieve the above-described object, the present invention provides the following tuck-in method.
ejecting operation is to be performed by the tuck-in nozzles for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and operates the switching means on the basis of a result of the selection, the selection being performed on the basis of a signal related to an input weft density or a weaving condition associated with the weft density.

[0023] With the above-described structure, the tuck-in device according to the present invention is capable of performing the tuck-in operation appropriately for each of the weave sections having different densities by selectively switching the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles for each of the weave sections.

[0024] The structure for selectively switching the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles may be a structure in which a plurality of tuck-in nozzles are arranged in the tuck-in device at different positions in the warp direction. The tuck-in nozzle caused to perform the ejecting operation can be selected from the tuck-in nozzles by on-off valves, which function as switching means, in accordance with each weave section.

[0025] Instead of selectively using a plurality of tuck-in nozzles disposed at different positions in the warp direction, the ejection position can be changed by moving the tuck-in nozzles themselves to another position along the warp direction. In this case, means for moving the tuck-in nozzles serves as the switching means.

[0026] The control means may include a setting unit in which the weft density or the weaving condition associated with the weft density is set for each of the first weave section and the second weave section and in which information regarding the first or second ejection position is set in association with the weft density or the weaving condition, a selecting unit that performs the selection on the basis of the signal related to the input weft density or the weaving condition, and a controller that controls the operation of the switching means on the basis of the result of the selection performed by the selecting unit.

[0027] The shuttleless loom may be a loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric in which the first weave section is a tire fabric section and the second weave section is a tabby section, and the first ejection position may be on a let-off side in the warp direction relative to the second ejection position.

[0028] The tuck-in device may include one or more first tuck-in nozzles that perform the ejecting operation at the first ejection position and one or more second tuck-in nozzles that perform the ejecting operation at the second ejection position, the first tuck-in nozzles and the second tuck-in nozzles being arranged next to each other in the warp direction. The controller in the control means may control the operation of the switching means such that the first tuck-in nozzles or the second tuck-in nozzles perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding.

[0029] In the shuttleless loom that weaves a fabric including at least the first weave section and the second weave section having a weft density that differs from the weft density of the first weave section, the ejecting operation of ejecting air from the tuck-in nozzles is performed at a position corresponding to each of the weave sections. Accordingly, the tuck-in operation can be appropriately performed for each of the weave sections having different densities.

[0030] In particular, in a loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric, the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tire fabric section is on the let-off side in the warp direction relative to the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tabby section. Accordingly, a tuck-in selvage can be normally formed in both the tire fabric section and the tabby section that have largely different weft densities. The ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tabby section is preferably near the cloth fell. In such a case, the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked in can be sharply bent at a weft insertion position and a fast tuck-in selvage can be formed. The ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tire fabric section is preferably set such that the end portion of the weft yarn can be tucked in at a position separated from the cloth fell by a distance greater than or equal to a weft interval. In such a case, the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked in can be beaten up by a reed together with the subsequent weft yarn so that the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked extends along the subsequent weft yarn.

[0031] The tuck-in device may include one or more first tuck-in nozzles corresponding to the tire fabric section and one or more second tuck-in nozzles corresponding to the tabby section. The first tuck-in nozzles perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and the second tuck-in nozzles do not perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the tire fabric section, and the second tuck-in nozzles perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and the first tuck-in nozzles do not perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the tire fabric section. In such a case, the tuck-in selvage can be appropriately formed in both the tire fabric section and the tabby section. In particular, in the process of weaving the tire fabric section, the end portion of the weft yarn can be tucked in so as to as to extend along a large, gentle curve in accordance with the weft interval. Therefore, the end portion of the weft yarn that has been tucked extends along the subsequent weft yarn.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an area around a tuck-in head included in a tuck-in device according to an embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 2 is a partially sectioned plan view of the area around the tuck-in head included in the tuck-in device.
A tuck-in method and a tuck-in device in which:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

ferred to as "tabby weaving"). In the actual loom, so-
ond weft insertion system is used to insert a weft yarn in
section (hereinafter referred to as "tire fabric weaving"). The sec-
a weft yarn in a process of weaving the tire fabric section
33b, etc.). The first weft insertion system is used to insert
insertion system (a second weft insertion nozzle
system (a first weft insertion nozzle 33a, a measur-
includes two weft insertion systems: a first weft insertion
according to the present embodiment is mounted in-
that serves as a second weave section 1b.

The shuttleless loom in which the tuck-in device
that serves as a first weave section 1a and a tabby section
forcing fabric. As described above, the tire cord fabric
includes two weave sections having largely different weft
densities. The two weave sections are a tire fabric section
that has been beaten up. Fig. 2 illustrates a sectional
view of the tuck-in head 11 in Fig. 3B taken along line II-

THE tuck-in head 11 at the weft-insertion side will be ex-
site to the weft-insertion side are horizontally symmetrical
yarns, that is, at a weft-insertion side and a side opposite
to the row of warp yarns. The tuck-in head 11 is disposed at the weft-insertion side and
the tuck-in head (not shown) disposed at the side oppo-
site to the weft-insertion side are horizontally symmetrical
to each other. Therefore, in the following description, only
the tuck-in head 11 at the weft-insertion side will be ex-
plained and explanations and illustrations of the tuck-in
head at the side opposite to the weft-insertion side will be
omitted.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the tuck-in head 11 is
disposed adjacent to a warp shedding 30 formed in the
row of warp yarns. The tuck-in head 11 is fixed to a temple
bracket (not shown) or the like of a loom using attachment
holes 18. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a cutter 32 for cutting a
weft yarn 2 is provided near the tuck-in head 11 at a side
opposite to the row of warp yarns. Fig. 2 illustrates a state
after the weft yarn has been beaten up by a reed (not
shown) and the weft yarn connected to the cloth fell 31
has been cut off from the weft yarn in the corresponding
weft insertion nozzle 33 by the cutter 32.

As illustrated in Fig. 3B, the tuck-in head 11 has
a slit 12 for receiving an end portion 2a of the weft
yarn that has been beaten up. Fig. 2 illustrates a sectional
view of the tuck-in head 11 in Fig. 3B taken along line II-
II to facilitate understanding of the positional relationship
between nozzles, which will be described below. The slit
12 is open at three sides: a warp let-off side (hereinafter
referred to simply as a "let-off side"), a side facing the
row of warp yarns, and a side facing the cutter 32. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, the tuck-in head 11 is disposed such
that a bottom surface 12a of the slit 12 is positioned in
front of the cloth fell 31 when viewed from the let-off side.
In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 3B, the tuck-in head 11 is
provided with guide surfaces 17 in a section that is on
the let-off side of the slit 12 and that continues from the
slit 12. The guide surfaces 17 are formed such that the
distance therebetween gradually increases in the vertical
direction. Owing to the guide surfaces 17, the end portion
2a of the weft yarn can smoothly enter the slit 12.

According to the present embodiment, the
tuck-in head 11 includes a weft-yarn-end holding nozzle
13, weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15, the tuck-in nozzles 4 (4a and 4b), and a selvage fastening nozzle 16. The weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13 temporarily retains the end portion 2a of the weft yarn that enters the slit 12 in the slit 12. The weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 blow out the end portion 2a of the weft yarn from the slit 12. The tuck-in nozzles 4 (4a and 4b) blow the end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been blown out of the slit 12 into the warp shedding 30, thereby bending the end portion 2a of the weft yarn in a looped shape. The selvage fastening nozzle 16 urges the end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been tucked in toward the center of the warp shedding 30 to prevent the end portion 2a of the weft yarn from becoming loose.

[0041] The weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13 is formed in a portion of the tuck-in head 11 that is positioned above the slit 12, and opens at an upper inner wall and a lower inner wall, at a position near the cutter 32 in a width direction. A weft-yarn-end holding hole 14 opens at the lower inner wall of the slit 12 at a position corresponding to the weft-yarn-end holding hole 14 is a through hole formed in a portion of the tuck-in head 11 that is positioned below the slit 12, and is formed such that the axial center line of the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13 receives pressurized air from a pressurized air source 24 through an on-off valve 5c, a surge tank 37, and a pressure control valve 38. A joint 19 that is connected to the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13 is connected to an on-off valve 5c through a tube (not shown).

[0042] The weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 are formed so as to extend from a side surface of the tuck-in head 11 at a take-up side, which is opposite to the let-off side, to the bottom surface 12a of the slit 12, and open at the bottom surface 12a of the slit 12. In the illustrated example, two weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 are provided and are arranged next to each other in a cloth width direction. The weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 are connected to joints 20 that are positioned obliquely below the weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15. The weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 are connected to on-off valves (not shown) through tubes (not shown), and receive pressurized air from the pressurized air source 24. The pneumatic circuit of the weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 is not illustrated in Fig. 4.

[0043] In the present embodiment, the tuck-in nozzles 4, which are characteristic elements of the present invention, include the tuck-in nozzles 4a that are disposed at a first ejection position and perform an ejecting operation during tire fabric weaving (during weaving of the first weave section 1a) and the tuck-in nozzles 4b that are disposed at a second ejection position and that perform an ejecting operation during tabby weaving (during weaving of the second weave section 1b).

[0044] The tuck-in nozzles 4a disposed at the first ejection position open at a side surface of the tuck-in head 11 that faces the fabric. Two tuck-in nozzles 4a are disposed at each side of the slit 12 (four tuck-in nozzles 4a are provided in total) to form the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a. The first ejection position is on the let-off side relative to the second ejection position, which will be described below, in the warp direction. In the present embodiment, the first ejection position is separated from the cloth fell 31 in the warp direction by a distance greater than or equal to a weft interval in tire fabric weaving. The end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been tucked in by the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a is bent along a large, gentle curve from the weft insertion position to a position separated from the cloth fell 31 by a distance greater than or equal to the weft interval in tire fabric weaving (see, for example, the two-dot chain line in Fig. 2).

[0045] The tuck-in nozzles 4b disposed at the second ejection position also open at the side surface of the tuck-in head 11 that faces the fabric. Two tuck-in nozzles 4b are disposed at each side of the slit 12 (four tuck-in nozzles 4b are provided in total) to form the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b. The second ejection position is on the take-up side relative to the above-described first ejection position in the warp direction. In other words, the second ejection position is closer to the cloth fell 31 than the first ejection position. The end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been tucked in by the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b is sharply bent from the weft insertion position (see, for example, the two-dot chain line in Fig. 5).

[0046] As illustrated in Fig. 4, the first tuck-in nozzles 4a and the second tuck-in nozzles 4b receive pressurized air from the pressurized air source 24 through on-off valves 5a and 5b that are connected to the tuck-in nozzles 4a and 4b, respectively, a common surge tank 39, and a common pressure control valve 40. Joints 21 and 22 that are connected to the tuck-in nozzles 4a and 4b, respectively, are attached to the top and bottom surfaces of the tuck-in head 11. The joints 21 and 22 are connected to the on-off valves 5a and 5b, respectively, through tubes (not shown). The on-off valves 5a and 5b are, for example, solenoid valves, and function as the above-described switching means 5.

[0047] The selvage fastening nozzle 16 opens at the side surface of the tuck-in head 11 that faces the fabric, and is directed toward the cloth fell 31 (warp shedding). The selvage fastening nozzle 16 is connected to a joint 23 that is attached to a side surface of the tuck-in head 11 at the take-up side. The selvage fastening nozzle 16 is connected to an on-off valve (not shown) through a tube (not shown), and receives pressurized air from the pressurized air source 24. The pneumatic circuit of the selvage fastening nozzle 16 is not illustrated in Fig. 4.

[0048] A control system of the tuck-in device will now be described with reference to Fig. 4. In the illustrated example, the "control means 6" according to the present invention includes a loom controller 27 and a tuck-in operation setter 29 in a loom control device 25 and a timing
controller 9 in a tuck-in control device 26. As described above, the shuttleless loom illustrated in the figures includes two weft insertion systems, which are the first weft insertion system operated for performing weft insertion during tire fabric weaving and the second weft insertion system operated for performing weft insertion during tabby weaving. In the following description, the first weft insertion system is also called "color 1" and the second weft insertion system is also called "color 2".

The loom control device 25 controls the operation of a weft insertion device 36 and other devices during weaving processes. A weave pattern, a color used to weave the weave pattern, a weft density, etc., are set for each of tire fabric weaving and tabby weaving in the loom controller 27 included in the loom control device 25. In addition, weaving conditions, such as the weaving order, weaving length, etc., for each weave pattern are also set in the loom controller 27 included in the loom control device 25. Therefore, the loom controller 27 also functions as a part of a "setting unit 7" according to the present invention.

The loom controller 27 measures a weaving length on the basis of a signal from an encoder 34 that detects an amount of rotation of a main shaft 35, and selects the weave pattern (tire fabric weaving or tabby weaving) corresponding to the weaving length. The loom controller 27 outputs a signal (hereinafter referred to as a "color signal") S1 that represents the color (color 1 or 2) used to weave the selected weave pattern to the weft insertion device 36. Accordingly, one of the weft insertion nozzles 33 for colors 1 and 2 is caused to perform the weft insertion operation. Thus, the weft insertion operation corresponding to tire fabric weaving or tabby weaving is performed.

The loom controller 27 also outputs the color signal S11 to the tuck-in operation setter 29. In the tuck-in operation setter 29, the groups of tuck-in nozzles that are used and ejection conditions (timing and pressure) are set in association with colors 1 and 2. Therefore, the tuck-in operation setter 29 also functions as the "setting unit 7" according to the present invention. The above-described settings are made by a display-setter device (not shown) having a display screen provided on the loom.

When the tuck-in operation setter 29 receives the color signal S1 from the loom controller 27, the tuck-in operation setter 29 selects the group of tuck-in nozzles and the ejection conditions that are set in association with color 1 or 2 on the basis of the color signal S1. Then, the tuck-in operation setter 29 outputs a signal S2 representing the selected group of tuck-in nozzles and the ejection timing, which is one of the ejection conditions, to the timing controller 9. Therefore, the tuck-in operation setter 29 also functions as a "selecting unit 8" according to the present invention. In the illustrated example, the tuck-in operation setter 29 provides the functions of both the "setting unit 7" and the "selecting unit 8". However, the functions may instead be provided by separate components.

The tuck-in operation setter 29 also selects a pressure value, which is another one of the ejection conditions, set in association with color 1 or 2 on the basis of the color signal S1 from the loom controller 27, and outputs a signal S3 representing the selected pressure value to a pressure regulator 28. Accordingly, the pressure regulator 28 controls the pressure control valve (electro-pneumatic proportional valve) 40 and adjusts the pressure of the air supplied from the pressurized air source 24 to the tuck-in nozzles 4 to a pressure corresponding to the tuck-in operation for the weaving process using the selected color.

The on-off solenoid valves 5a and 5b, the operations of which are controlled by the timing controller 9, are respectively connected to the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a for tire fabric weaving and the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b for tabby weaving. More specifically, in the illustrated example, the tuck-in device 10 includes the on-off valve 5a connected to the tuck-in nozzles 4a corresponding to tire fabric weaving and the on-off valve 5b connected to the tuck-in nozzles 4b corresponding to tabby weaving, and operates one of the on-off valves 5a and 5b to switch the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles that perform the ejecting operation. Therefore, in the illustrated example, the pair of on-off valves correspond to the "switching means 5" according to the present invention.

The timing controller 9 controls the operation of the on-off valve 5a or 5b that is connected to the selected group of tuck-in nozzles on the basis of the signal S2 from the tuck-in operation setter 29. More specifically, the timing controller 9 receives the signal from the encoder 34, and controls the on-off valve connected to the selected group of tuck-in nozzles by exciting and demagnetizing the on-off valve at the set ejection timing in synchronization with the rotation of the main shaft 35. Accordingly, one of the group of tuck-in nozzles 4a and the group of tuck-in nozzles 4b that correspond to the signal S2 from the tuck-in operation setter 29 performs the ejecting operation at the set ejection timing.

The operation of the tuck-in device 10 during tire fabric weaving and tabby weaving will now be described with reference to Figs. 2 to 4.

In tire fabric weaving, the loom controller 27 causes the weft insertion nozzle 33a for color 1 (first weft insertion system) to insert the weft yarn 2 into the warp shedding 30, and outputs a color signal S1, which represents color 1 to the tuck-in operation setter 29.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the inserted weft yarn 2 is beaten up against the cloth fell 31 when a reed (not shown) is moved forward. At this time, the end portion 2a of the weft yarn moves into the slit 12 in the tuck-in head 11. The end portion 2a is cut off from the weft yarn in the weft insertion nozzle 33a by the cutter 32, is blown into the weft-yarn-end holding hole 14 by the air ejected from the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13, and is retained in the weft-yarn-end holding hole 14.

Then, when the reed (not shown) is moved
backward, the timing controller 9 controls the on-off valves 5a and 5c on the basis of a signal S2 that is received from the tuck-in operation setter 29 and that represents the group of tuck-in nozzles corresponding to color 1 and the ejection condition thereof, so that the end portion 2a of the weft yarn is bent into the warp shedding 30. More specifically, first, the timing controller 9 causes the weft-yarn-end holding nozzle 13 to stop ejecting the air and causes the weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15 to start ejecting the air. The end portion 2a of the weft yarn is pushed out of the weft-yarn-end holding hole 14 by the air ejected from the weft-yarn releasing nozzles 15, and is blown out of the slit 12.

[0060] Then, the timing controller 9 opens the on-off valve 5a corresponding to tire fabric weaving on the basis of the signal S2, and causes only the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a included in the tuck-in nozzles 4 to eject the air. At this time, the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a eject the air at a pressure adjusted for tire fabric weaving by the pressure control valve 40. The pressure control valve 40 adjusts the pressure of the air under the control of the pressure regulator 28 that receives a signal S3 that is output from the tuck-in operation setter 29 and that represents the pressure value corresponding to color 1.

[0061] When the air is ejected from the group of tuck-in nozzles 4a, the end portion 2a of the weft yarn is blown into the warp shedding 30 at a position separated from the cloth fell 31, and is bent along a gentle, loop-shaped curve as shown by the two-dot chain line in Fig. 2. The end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been bent is beaten up together with the subsequent weft yarn and is woven into the fabric 1 together with the subsequent weft yarn. In tire fabric weaving, the selvage fastening nozzle 16 is deactivated to maintain the gentle, loop-shaped curve of the tuck-in selvage.

[0062] In tabby weaving, the loom controller 27 causes the weft insertion nozzle 33b for color 2 (second weft insertion system) to insert the weft yarn 2 into the warp shedding 30, and outputs a color signal S1 that represents color 2 to the tuck-in operation setter 29.

[0063] When the color signal S1 is input, the tuck-in operation setter 29 outputs a signal S2 that represents the group of tuck-in nozzles corresponding to color 2 and the ejection timing, which is one of the ejection conditions, to the timing controller 9. The timing controller 9 operates the on-off valve 5b corresponding to tabby weaving, and causes only the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b included in the tuck-in nozzles 4 to eject the air. At this time, the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b eject the air at a pressure adjusted for tabby weaving by the pressure control valve 40. The pressure control valve 40 adjusts the pressure of the air under the control of the pressure regulator 28 that receives a signal S3 that is output from the tuck-in operation setter 29 and that represents the pressure value corresponding to color 2.

[0064] When the air is ejected from the group of tuck-in nozzles 4b, the end portion 2a of the weft yarn is blown into the warp shedding 30 at a position close to the cloth fell 31, and is bent to as to form a small loop as shown by the two-dot chain line in Fig. 5 which illustrates the related art. The end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been bent is beaten up together with the subsequent weft yarn and is woven into the fabric 1 together with the subsequent weft yarn. At this time, the air is ejected from the selvage fastening nozzle 16, so that the end portion 2a of the weft yarn that has been bent is blown and urged toward the center of the warp shedding 30 and is prevented from becoming loose. The operations of components other than the tuck-in nozzles 4 and the selvage fastening nozzle 16 in the tuck-in device 10 are basically similar to those in tire fabric weaving except that the ejection time, ejection pressure, etc. are set to values different from those in tire fabric weaving.

[0065] With the above-described structure, in the tuck-in device 10 according to the present embodiment, in tire fabric weaving, the tuck-in operation is performed by ejecting the air from the group of first tuck-in nozzles 4a, which is farther from the cloth fell 31 than the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b in the warp direction. In tabby weaving, the tuck-in operation is performed by ejecting the air from the group of second tuck-in nozzles 4b. Thus, in the tuck-in device 10 according to the present embodiment, the tuck-in operation is performed by selectively ejecting the air from the tuck-in nozzles disposed at different positions in the warp direction between tire fabric weaving and tabby weaving in which the weft density is set to different values. Accordingly, the tuck-in selavage can be normally formed in both the tire fabric section and the tabby section that have largely different weft densities.

[0066] The structures of the tuck-in nozzles and the switching means according to the present invention are not limited to those in the above-described embodiment. In the tuck-in device according to the present invention, the tuck-in operation is appropriately performed for each of a plurality of weave sections having different densities by selectively switching the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles for each of the weave sections. In the above-described example, the tuck-in device 10 includes two (groups of) tuck-in nozzles 4a and 4b which are disposed at different positions in the warp direction. The tuck-in nozzles caused to perform the ejection operation are selectively switched by the on-off valves 5a and 5b, which function as the switching means 5, in accordance with each weave section. Thus, the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles that perform the tuck-in operation is changed in the warp direction between the weave sections.

[0067] However, instead of selectively using a plurality of tuck-in nozzles disposed at different positions in the warp direction, the ejection position may be changed by moving the tuck-in nozzles themselves.

[0068] For example, the tuck-in head may be provided with a single (group of) tuck-in nozzle(s), and a structure for supporting the tuck-in head on a fixed member, such as a temple bracket, of the loom may be switched from
In the above-described embodiment, the electric motor may, for example, be a ball screw mechanism driven by an electric motor.

In the above-described embodiment, the present invention is applied to a shuttleless loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric such as a tire cord fabric. However, the present invention is not limited to shuttleless looms for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric, and may also be applied to other types of shuttleless looms that weave a fabric including two weave sections with different densities. Here, the "fabric including two weave sections" is not limited to fabric including only two weave sections, but include fabric including other weave sections with different densities.

Claims

1. A tuck-in method for a shuttleless loom including an air jet tuck-in device including one or more tuck-in nozzles (4) disposed at a side of a row of warp yarns for tucking an end portion (2a) of a weft yarn into a warp shedding (30) after weft insertion, the shuttleless loom weaving a fabric (1) including at least a first weave section (1a) and a second weave section (1b) having a weft density that differs from a weft density of the first weave section (1a) and a second weave section (1b), the tuck-in device including one or more first tuck-in nozzles (4a) and one or more second tuck-in nozzles (4b), the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) being on the let-off side in the warp direction relative to the second tuck-in nozzles (4b), and wherein the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and the second tuck-in nozzles (4b) do not perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the second weave section (1b), the tuck-in device comprising:

- switching means (5) that switches an ejection position at which an ejection operation is performed between a first ejection position that corresponds to the first weave section (1a) and a second ejection position that corresponds to the second weave section (1b), the first ejection position and the second ejection position being different from each other in a warp direction.

2. The tuck-in method according to claim 1, wherein the shuttleless loom is a loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric in which the first weave section (1a) is a tire fabric section and the second weave section (1b) is a tabby section, and wherein the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tire fabric section is on a let-off side in the warp direction relative to the ejection position of the tuck-in nozzles during weaving of the tabby section.

3. The tuck-in method according to claim 2, wherein the tuck-in device includes one or more first tuck-in nozzles (4a) and one or more second tuck-in nozzles (4b), the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) being on the let-off side in the warp direction relative to the second tuck-in nozzles (4b), and wherein the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and the second tuck-in nozzles (4b) do not perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the first weave section (1a), and the second tuck-in nozzles (4b) perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) do not perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the second weave section (1b).

4. An air jet tuck-in device for use in a shuttleless loom for weaving a fabric (1) including at least a first weave section (1a) and a second weave section (1b) having a weft density that differs from a weft density of the first weave section, the tuck-in device including one or more tuck-in nozzles (4) disposed at a side of a row of warp yarns for tucking an end portion (2a) of a weft yarn into a warp shedding (30) after weft insertion, characterized in that the tuck-in device comprising:

- performing an ejecting operation of ejecting air from the tuck-in nozzles for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding, an ejection position at which the tuck-in nozzles perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the first weave section (1a) being different, in a warp direction, from an ejection position at which the tuck-in nozzles perform the ejecting operation during weaving of the second weave section (1b).

5. The tuck-in device according to claim 4, further comprising control means (6) that selects one of the first ejection position and the second ejection position as the ejection position at which the ejecting operation is to be performed by the tuck-in nozzles for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding and operates the switching means (5) on the basis of a result of the selection, the selection being performed on the basis of a signal (S1) related to an input weft density or a weaving condition associated with the weft density.

6. The tuck-in device according to claim 5, wherein the control means (6) includes a setting unit (7) in which the weft density or the weav-
ing condition associated with the weft density is set for each of the first weave section (1a) and the second weave section (1b) and in which information regarding the first or second ejection position is set in association with the weft density or the weaving condition,
a selecting unit (8) that performs the selection on the basis of the signal (S1) related to the input weft density or the weaving condition, and
a controller (9) that controls the operation of the switching means (5) on the basis of the result of the selection performed by the selecting unit (8).

7. The tuck-in device according to claim 6, for use in a shuttleless loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric in which the first weave section (1a) is a tire fabric section and the second weave section (1b) is a tabby section, and wherein the first ejection position is on a let-off side in the warp direction relative to the second ejection position.

8. The tuck-in device according to claim 7, wherein the tuck-in device includes one or more first tuck-in nozzles (4a) that perform the ejecting operation at the first ejection position and one or more second tuck-in nozzles (4b) that perform the ejecting operation at the second ejection position, the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) and the second tuck-in nozzles (4b) being arranged next to each other in the warp direction, and wherein the controller (9) in the control means (6) controls the operation of the switching means (5) such that the first tuck-in nozzles (4a) or the second tuck-in nozzles (4b) perform the ejecting operation for tucking the end portion of the weft yarn into the warp shedding.

9. Shuttleless loom including a tuck-in device according to claim 6, wherein the shuttleless loom is a loom for weaving a rubber reinforcing fabric in which the first weave section (1a) is a tire fabric section and the second weave section (1b) is a tabby section, and wherein a first ejection position is on a let-off side in the warp direction relative to a second ejection position.

Patentansprüche

1. Einschlagsverfahren für einen schützenlosen Webstuhl umfassend eine Luftdüseneinschlagsvorrichtung mit einer oder mehreren Einschlagsdüsen (4), die an einer Seite von einer Reihe von Kettfäden angeordnet ist, für ein Einschlagen eines Endbereichs (2a) eines Schussfadens in ein Kettfadenfach (30) nach Schussfadeneinführung, wobei der schützenlose Webstuhl einen Stoff (1) webt, das wenigstens einen ersten Gewebeabschnitt (1a) umfasst und einen zweiten Gewebeabschnitt (1b) mit einer Schussfadendichte, die sich von einer Schussfadendichte von dem ersten Gewebeabschnitt unterscheidet, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Einschlagsverfahren die Schritte umfasst:

Durchführen eines Ausstoßvorgangs eines Ausstoßens von Luft aus den Einschlagsdüsen zum Einschlagen des Endbereichs des Schussfadens in das Kettfadenfach, wobei eine Ausstoßposition, an der die Einschlagsdüsen den Ausstoßvorgang durchführend während des Webens des ersten Gewebeabschnitts (1a) in einer Kettrichtung unterschiedlich ist zu einer Ausstoßposition, an der die Einschlagsdüsen den Ausstoßvorgang während eines Webens des zweiten Gewebeabschnitts (1b) durchführen.

2. Einschlagsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der schützenlose Webstuhl als ein Webstuhl ausgebildet ist für ein Weben eines gummi verstärkten Stoffes, bei dem der erste Gewebeabschnitt (1a) ein Reifenstoffabschnitt und der zweite Gewebeabschnitt (1b) ein einfaches Gewebe ist, und wobei die Ausstoßposition der Einschlagsdüsen während eines Webens des Reifenstoffabschnitts sich an einer Ablassseite in der Kettrichtung relativ zu der Ausstoßposition der Einschlagsdüsen während eines Webens des einfachen Abschnitts befindet.

3. Einschlagsverfahren gemäß Anspruch 2, bei dem die Einschlagsvorrichtung eine oder mehrere erste Einschlagsdüsen (4a) umfasst und eine oder mehrere zweite Einschlagsdüsen (4b), wobei sich die ersten Einschlagsdüsen (4a) auf der Ablassseite in der Kettrichtung relativ zu den zweiten Einschlagsdüsen (4b) befinden, und bei dem die ersten Einschlagsdüsen (4a) den Ausstoßvorgang für ein Einschlagen des Endbereichs des Schussfadens in das Kettfach durchführen und die zweiten Einschlagsdüsen (4b) keinen Ausstoßvorgang während eines Webens des ersten Gewebeabschnitts (1a) durchführen, und die zweiten Einschlagsdüsen (4b) den Ausstoßvorgang für ein Einschlagen des Endbereichs des Schussfadens in das Kettfach durchführen und die ersten Einschlagsdüsen (4a) keinen Ausstoßvorgang während eines Webens des zweiten Gewebeabschnitts (1b) durchführen.

4. Luftdüseneinschlagsvorrichtung zur Verwendung in einem schützenlosen Webstuhl zum Weben eines Stoffs (1), der wenigstens einen ersten Gewebeab-
schnitt (1a) umfasst und einen zweiten Gewebeabschnitt (1b) mit einer Schussfadendichte, die sich von einer Schussfadendichte des ersten Gewebeabschnitts unterscheidet, wobei die Einschlagsvorrichtung eine oder mehrere Einschlagsdüsen (4) umfasst, die an einer Seite von einer Reihe von Schussfäden für ein Einschlagen eines Endbereichs (2a) eines Schussfadens in ein Kettfach (30) nach einer Schussfadeneingführt angeordnet sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Einschlagsvorrichtung umfasst:

5. Einschlagsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 4, weiter umfassend ein Steuermittel (6), das eine von der ersten Ausstoßposition und der zweiten Ausstoßposition als die Ausstoßposition auswählt, an der der Ausstoßvorgang über die Einschlagsdüsen durchgeführt werden soll für ein Einschlagen des Endbereiches des Schussfadens in das Kettfach, und das Schaltmittel (5) auf der Basis eines Signals (S1), das auf eine eingegebene Schussfadendichte eine Web-Bedingung, die mit der Schussfadendichte zusammenhängt, durchgeführt wird.

6. Einschlagsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 5, bei der das Steuermittel (6) umfasst:

eine Einstelleinheit, in der die Schussfadendichte oder die Web-Bedingung, die mit der Schussfadendichte verbunden ist, für jeden von dem ersten Gewebeabschnitt (1a) und dem zweiten Gewebeabschnitt (1b) eingestellt wird, und in der einen Information bezüglich der ersten oder zweiten Ausstoßposition in Verbindung mit der Schussfadendichte oder der Web-Bedingung eingestellt wird, eine Auswahleinheit (8), die die Auswahl auf der Basis des Signals (S1), das mit dem eingegebenen Schussfadendichte oder der Web-Bedingung zusammenhängt, durchführt, und ein Steuermittel (9), das den Betrieb des Schaltmittels (5) auf der Basis des Ergebnisses der Auswahl, die über die Auswahleinheit (8) durchgeführt wird, steuert.

7. Einschlagsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 6, zur Verwendung in einem schützenlosen Webstuhl zum Weben eines gummi verstärkten Stoffes, in dem der erste Gewebeabschnitt (1a) ein Reifengewebeabschnitt und der zweite Gewebeabschnitt (1b) ein einfacher Abschnitt ist, und wobei sich die erste Ausstoßposition an einer Ablassseite in der Kettfadenrichtung relativ zu der zweiten Ausstoßposition befindet.

8. Einschlagsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7, bei der die Einschlagsvorrichtung eine oder mehrere erste Einschlagsdüsen (4a) umfasst, die den Ausstoßvorgang an der ersten Ausstoßposition durchführen und eine oder mehrere zweite Einschlagsdüsen (4b), die den Ausstoßvorgang an der zweiten Ausstoßposition durchführen, wobei die ersten Einschlagsdüsen (4a) und die zweiten Einschlagsdüsen (4b) nahe zueinander in der Kettfadenrichtung angeordnet sind, und wobei die Steuervorrichtung (9) in dem Steuermittel (6) den Betrieb des Schaltmittels (5) derart steuert, dass die ersten Einschlagsdüsen (4a) oder die zweiten Einschlagsdüsen (4b) den Ausstoßvorgang für ein Einschlagen des Endbereichs des Schussfadens in das Kettfach durchführen.

9. Schützenloser Webstuhl umfassend eine Einschlagsvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 8, wobei der schützenlose Webstuhl als ein Webstuhl ausgebildet ist für ein Weben eines gummi verstärkten Stoffes, in dem der erste Gewebeabschnitt (1a) ein Reifengewebeabschnitt und der zweite Gewebeabschnitt (1b) ein einfacher Abschnitt ist, und wobei sich eine erste Ausstoßposition an einer Ablassseite in der Kettfadenrichtung relativ zu einer zweiten Ausstoßposition befindet.

**Revendications**

1. Une méthode de rentrage pour métier à tisser sans navette équipé d'un dispositif de rentrage à jet d'air avec une ou plusieurs buses de rentrage (4) disposées sur le côté d'une nappe de fils de chaîne en vue de rentrer l'extrémité (2a) d'un fil de trame dans une foule de chaîne (30) après l'insertion de trame, le métier à tisser sans navette produisant un tissu (1) comprenant au moins une première section de tissu (1a) ainsi qu'une seconde section de tissu (1b) possédant une densité de trame différente de celle de la première section de tissu, caractérisée en ce que la méthode rentrage comprend une étape consistant à :

**effectuer une opération d'éjection d'air à partir des buses de rentrage pour replier l'extrémité**
du fil de trame dans la foule de chaîne, la position d’éjection à laquelle les buses de rentrage effectuent l’opération d’éjection pendant le tissage de la première section de tissu (1a) étant différente, dans le sens de la chaîne, de la position d’éjection à laquelle les buses de rentrage effectuent l’opération d’éjection pendant le tissage de la seconde section de tissu (1b).

2. La méthode de rentrage selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que le métier à tisser sans navette est un métier destiné à fabriquer un tissu de renforcement pour caoutchouc dans lequel la première section de tissu (1a) est un tissu pour pneus et la seconde section de tissu (1b) est une armure, et caractérisée en ce que la position d’éjection des buses de rentrage pendant le tissage de la section de tissu pour pneus est côté déroulement dans le sens de la chaîne relative à la position d’éjection des buses de rentrage pendant le tissage de l’armure.

3. La méthode de rentrage selon la revendication 2, caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de rentrage comprend une ou plusieurs premières buses de rentrage (4a) ainsi qu’une ou plusieurs secondes buses de rentrage (4b), les premières buses de rentrage (4a) étant côté déroulement dans le sens de la chaîne relatives aux secondes buses de rentrage (4b), et caractérisée en ce que, pendant le tissage de la première section de tissu (1a), les premières buses de rentrage (4a) effectuent l’opération d’éjection visant à replier l’extrémité du fil de trame dans la foule de chaîne et les secondes buses de rentrage (4b) n’effectuent aucune opération d’éjection, alors que pendant le tissage de la seconde section de tissu (1b), les secondes buses de rentrage (4b) effectuent l’opération d’éjection visant à replier l’extrémité du fil de trame dans la foule de chaîne et les premières buses de rentrage (4a) n’effectuent aucune opération d’éjection.

4. Un dispositif de rentrage à jet d’air utilisé dans un métier à tisser sans navette produisant un tissu (1) comprenant au moins une première section de tissu (1a) ainsi qu’une seconde section de tissu (1b) possédant une densité de trame différente de celle de la première section de tissu, le dispositif de rentrage comprenant une ou plusieurs buses de rentrage (4) disposées sur le côté d’une nappe de fils de chaîne en vue de rentrer l’extrémité (2a) d’un fil de trame dans une foule de chaîne (30) après l’insertion de trame, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de rentrage comprend :

   des moyens de commutation (5) basculant la position d’éjection à laquelle l’opération d’éjection est effectuée entre une première position d’éjection correspondant à la première section de tissu (1a) et une seconde position d’éjection correspondant à la seconde section de tissu (1b), la première position d’éjection étant différente de la seconde position d’éjection dans le sens de la chaîne.

5. Le dispositif de rentrage selon la revendication 4, comprenant en outre des moyens de contrôle (6) qui sélectionnent soit la première position d’éjection soit la seconde position d’éjection en tant que position à laquelle les buses de rentrage doivent effectuer l’opération d’éjection afin de replier l’extrémité du fil de trame dans la foule de chaîne, et qui effectuent les moyens de commutation (5) en fonction du résultat de la sélection, la sélection étant réalisée sur la base d’un signal (S1) relatif à une densité de trame en entrée ou une condition de tissage associée à la densité de trame.

6. Le dispositif de rentrage selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en ce que les moyens de contrôle (6) comprennent une unité de réglage (7) dans laquelle la densité de trame ou la condition de tissage associée à la densité de trame est définie pour la première section de tissu (1a) et la seconde section de tissu (1b) et dans laquelle des informations relatives à la première ou à la seconde position d’éjection sont définies en fonction de la densité de trame ou de la condition de tissage, une unité de sélection (8) se basant sur le signal (S1) relatif à la densité de trame en entrée ou la condition de tissage, et un contrôleur (9) actionnant les moyens de commutation (5) en fonction du résultat de la sélection effectuée par l’unité de sélection (8).

7. Le dispositif de rentrage selon la revendication 6, intégré dans un métier à tisser sans navette destiné à la fabrication d’un tissu de renforcement pour caoutchouc dans lequel la première section de tissu (1a) est une section de tissu pour pneus et la seconde section de tissu (1b) est une armure, et caractérisé en ce que la première position d’éjection est côté déroulement dans le sens de la chaîne relative à la seconde position d’éjection.

8. Le dispositif de rentrage selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de rentrage comprend une ou plusieurs premières buses de rentrage (4a) qui effectuent l’opération d’éjection à la première position d’éjection ainsi qu’une ou plusieurs secondes buses de rentrage (4b) qui effectuent l’opération d’éjection à la seconde position d’éjection, les premières buses de rentrage (4a) et les secondes buses de rentrage (4b) étant juxtaposées dans le sens de la chaîne, et
caractérisé en ce que le contrôleur (9) faisant partie des moyens de contrôle (6) actionne les moyens de commutation (5) de sorte que les premières buses de rentrage (4a) ou les secondes buses de rentrage (4b) effectuent l'opération d'éjection visant à replier l'extrémité du fil de trame dans la foule de chaîne.

9. Métier à tisser sans navette comprenant un dispositif de rentrage selon les revendications 4 à 8, caractérisé en ce que le métier à tisser sans navette est un métier destiné à la fabrication d'un tissu de renforcement pour caoutchouc dans lequel la première section de tissu (1a) est une section de tissu pour pneus et la seconde section de tissu (1b) est une armure, et caractérisé en ce qu'une première position d'éjection est côté déroulement dans le sens de la chaîne relative à une seconde position d'éjection.
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